
MATERIALS

Red Heart Super Saver (100% acrylic, 7 oz/198 g, 364 yds/ 333 m)
3 skeins, 1 skein each Aran, Gold, Aruba Sea

Caron One Pound (100% acrylic, 16 oz/453.6 g, 812 yds/ 742 m) 
1 skein Terra Cotta
Size H/5.5 mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors

Finished Size: 84 inches x 8 inches

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through two loops on hook.
(This pattern uses the Mesh Stitch which is SC and CH 1 combo.)
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Pattern by Sugar Joye 

https://www.yarnspirations.com/red-heart-super-saver-yarn/E300.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_09_23__red-heart-super-saver-yarn
https://www.yarnspirations.com/caron-one-pound-yarn/294010.html?utm_source=Influencer_DFC&utm_medium=blog&utm_campaign=2022_09_23__caron-one-pound-yarn
https://daisyfarmcrafts.com/mesh-stitch/


PATTERN
Chain 280 any even number for 7 feet (84 inches)  
There will be a total of 26 rows. The graphic below shows how many rows for each color.

ROW 1: Starting in the 2nd chain from hook, work 1 SC. *CH 1. Skip one chain, SC in next chain. Repeat
from * across the row, ending with 1 SC into the last CH. CH 1 and turn. (279 total sts.)
ROW 2: Starting in the 1st stitch, SC into SC of previous row. *CH 1, skip the chain space, SC into the
next SC. Repeat from * across the row, ending with 1 SC into the last SC. CH 1 and turn.
REPEAT ROW 2  
Cut yarn at the end of each color change leaving at least 8 inches of tail. Secure last stitch by pulling it
through the loop to create a knot then weave in the end with a tapestry needle. 

Gathered Ends 
Thread a tapestry needle with an 18 inch piece of yarn. Start the stitch an ⅛ of an inch from the edge,
leaving an 8 inch tail and weave the yarn in and out at ¼ inch intervals along the end of the scarf. 
When finished, gather the end into a circle and match up into a triangle. Secure the edges of the triangle
together with a blanket stitch. Attach a pom-pom to the tip of the triangle and knot. Cut and weave in
ends. 
To see how I made two finger pom-pom’s, finished the ends (and hid my mistakes) check out the video I
made on my YouTube channel, Sugar Joye. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=igvoXEeW5o4 

Thank you for stopping by and thank you so much Tiffy for teaching me! 
XOXO, Cyndi
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHsARrp1rc8TteGsjUIulaQ

